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Standing orders

Standing orders are the rules used to manage the work of the Senate and the House of Representatives. This fact sheet explains how the standing orders are used in the parliament and how they can be changed.




What will I learn?

	The standing orders are the rules used to manage the work of the Senate and the House of Representatives.
	The Senate and House of Representatives can make, change and suspend the standing orders.
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What are standing orders?

Standing orders are the rules about how the Senate and the House of Representatives run their meetings. Along with the Australian Constitution and customs that have developed over many years, standing orders guide the way the Senate and House operate each day.
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The Senate and House standing orders are similar but not the same. Each has over 200 rules, which include details about:

	the election of the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives – the Presiding Officers
	how long members of parliament’s speeches, questions and replies can be
	how votes are taken
	how Question Time works
	how to deal with petitions
	disorderly behaviour and how it will be dealt with.


If a member of parliament thinks a rule in the standing orders has been broken, they can bring attention to it by calling a 'point of order'. The Presiding Officers who runs the meeting then has to decide if the rule has been broken. The Clerk sometimes assists with this because they have expert knowledge of the standing orders.

Changing standing orders

Section 50 of the Constitution gives the Senate and House of Representatives the power to make and change the rules about how they run their meetings.

The Senate or House can make sessional orders – temporary rules. This allows members of parliament to try new ways of doing things before deciding to make a permanent change to the rules.

Standing orders are often temporarily suspended. This allows the Senate or House to change the way it normally runs its meetings. By suspending standing orders, senators and members might be able to:

	introduce a bill – proposed law – which has not been scheduled for debate
	give more time for speeches
	change the schedule of the meeting


To suspend standing orders, an absolute majority – more than half of the total number of senators or members of House of Representatives, must agree.
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Want to know more?



Standing orders of the Senate

APH website




House of Representatives Standing and Sessional Orders

APH website















About us


The Parliamentary Education Office (PEO) educates Australians about, and inspires their enthusiasm for, Australia’s parliamentary democracy.

Through our accessible, immersive, experiential programs and resources, the PEO fosters informed, engaged and active citizens of all ages.

Learn more






Let us help you...


	Book a program
	Contact us
	Search our website
	Subscribe to our teacher newsletter
	Order a printed Constitution
	Find out the meaning of a word
	Use our website








The PEO acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of Country throughout Australia and their
continuing education of and connection to lands, cultures and communities. We pay our respects to Elders past and present.



Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples should be aware that this website contains images
and names of people who have passed away.
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